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I thought I should give you some feedback on the amp. Firstly this amp 
sounds bloody amazing. Everything we talked about when initially sounding out a 
jazz/blues combo amp. 

I'm not a highly accomplished guitarist by any means, but I've been playing with guitars and 
amps for forty odd years and I know what sounds good and this amp gives me the best 
sound and tone I have ever experienced. When we originally discussed amps, I was 
interested in a vintage style clean sounding amp for mainly blues and jazz. I don't really play 
anything heavy and don't really use any effects. When I played through your prototype 
model I knew this was the perfect amp for me. 

The sound is so big and pure and warm, classic true vintage valve tone, lots of depth and 
richness and there is definitely some magic going on with that old 15" JBL. The amp sounds 
full but with more "space". I don't really know how to describe it. Really seems to fill the room 
with colour. The clarity and definition of the amp is incredibly good. Everything comes out 
sounding so well balanced. For jazz guitar I like a warm mellow tone with a little reverb and 
this amp is perfect. The amp really accentuates the acoustic nature of a nice hollow body 
arch top. Lively and vibrant. And smooth. Smooth as silk. Very very sweet sound. 

Having said that, I also have a couple of Telecasters, and they love this amp. Full on twang, 
clean and glassy, plenty of punch, but once again the clarity and definition of the sound is 
what sets this amp apart. Changes to the bass, mid and treble controls provide a real fully 
usable range of tones. Even with all the tone controls at zero the amp sounds great. Boost 
the bass and mids and the tone stays accurate and pure, never thick or muddy. Never harsh 
or clipped and compressed. Just classic tone. And the reverb is brilliant, anything from just a 
subtle hint to a cool and lush 'verb to a fully drenched surf sound. 

Everyone who has seen and heard the amp has been really impressed with it and has loved 
the vintage styling and attention to detail of the cabinet. I've used it at band rehearsal and it 
just seemed to add another dimension to our sound. 

I have to say I'm really proud of this amplifier as you should be. It is a terrific piece of work. 

Rob B 


